
Universe view and future societies 

 

 

 

Part Two       

           Affecting property technology 

                             In which 

       1.     Personality of every individual  

       2.             by using her or his own  

                       affecting property 

        3.    affects in 

        4.    non physical natural scientific  

              Essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) or 

              constructional network of every  

              natural being 

         5. for making aimed intellectual and 

             physical changes 

          6. for aimed functional property or  

                          application. 

  



       
  Brain’s affecting property’s technological capability 

 by which the non- physical personality in her and his 

            relativity, and in long term, 

 can make almost all needed  intellectual and physical 

acts and changes,  

           / in own body, 

           / in other people’s body and 

           / In the  nature and the universe 

               Without any need to man made  

                      intellectual or physical 

                            Innovations. 

 

       ((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((())))))))))  



 

 

As it has been mentioned that,  

        MEP does not interfere in human activities, 

 But 

The Creations has 

             its own essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and  

             its own Properties like ( TAVDA or DCD 

Human being is free to choose 

                own way or creation’s way. 

 

By choosing creation’s natural scientific way 

     Will MEP learn people natural scientific laws and 

by learning them, will guide people. 

 

     But in every point that she or he does not follow 

    Creation essence and properties, they will se  

    Negative results of their activities like all human 

    Intellectual, physical, social and environmental 

    Diseases, problems and damages.    

 

           ((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((())))))))))  

 

 

 

I. Starting point 

In the same way that, 

the whole natural universe including human being has 

been created, without any human help or any man made 

innovation 

In the same way, 



The whole universe can be studied “ natural scientific” 

                   without any man made 

 laws, values, mathematics, 

technologies, aims etc. 

                         :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

( here aim of two withouts is not 

                 Without human engagement, It is rather, 

 without Human interference, in 

“ natural scientific function of the natural beings 

                                    by 

1.    man made ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

       2-      man made means among others like 

-- Double - slit experiment, in quantum mechanics 

--  CERN activities, 

-- researches in hospitals with man made 

intellectual and physical means. 

                  Otherwise,  

Every human being should  take part in 

researches and studies for her and his general natural sci-

entific development. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

thereby 

So long studies  are not without any human innovated 

intellectual and physical means 



they are not creation aimed natural scientific studies, like 

 -- Like CERN particle accelerator, activities, or 

-- bubble slit experiment in quantum  mechanics or 

-- studies in hospitals with man made means etc.) 

Empirical realities made by man made means 

are not natural scientific realities thereby 

their studies are not natural scientific studies 

they are man made studies with 

man made intellectual and physical innovations. 

 

   Based on the point that, the universe is crated without    

any man made means or help and 

Therefore  

                   the universe can be searched  

                   without any man made means, 

This study , follows the nature and search without       

any man made means.  

 ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

II.  Practicability and Falsification 
 

         Practicability of the view 

 

 
 Existing and functioning universe 

 Which is created and functions 

 Without any human help and 

 Without any man made means 

  Is 

 Natural scientifically an undeniable prove 

            For practicability of this view.  

                           ………………………           

  

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Falsification the view 
 Falsifying the view by proving that 

 Without human help or innovated  means 

 The universe could not exists and function. 

This prove natural scientifically is absolutely impossible 

Because, the universe and body of denier has been  

Existed before he or she becomes aware about her or his 

existence in this universe. . 

 

        ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

  



 

1II.     Brain as source of innovations 

 

          Brain’s “ pre innovation essence  

        ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and  property technology 

 

The brain has a pre innovation  natural scientific  

existence and function. Thereby 

     it should be used for  discovering , natural scientific 

       solutions , not man made innovations. 

   

 

IV.     Technology related to the industrial  

           Revolution’s development  Dynamic  

 

       / Pre-Industrial Revolution 

                            /   Industrial Revolution 

                                 /  Post-Industrial Revolution. 

The development dynamic as the  

 actual empirical reality 

in an industrial revolution is undeniable. 

          In the same way that humanity left behind, 

Pre-Industrial Revolution” Societies, 

          In the same way, 

humanity will leave behind the man-made Industrial Rev-

olution  Societies and enter into the Post man-made “ In-

dustrial Revolution Societies “ namely 

the Natural Scientific Societies with Natural Scientific 

WVLMSFTA etc. 

Among them with Natural Scientific technology. 

 

 



 

Falsifying 

Those who claim that, there will not be any NS society 

with natural scientific technology, without any man made 

technology, in the future 

They should among others,  prove that there is not any 

industrial revolution.  

           But This falsifying is impossible, because, 

 All human industrial innovations are 

signs of  this revolution. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

V.  The Creation does not lack anything, 

Based on 100 % of sciences which has constructed and  

Given function, to universe, 

And because of being 100 % 

 is perfect, 

The creation doesn’t lack anything.  

But  , 

      Instead of trying for “ discovering” needed  means 

and technologies etc. human being goes “ innovation 

way. Again but  

1 )     Man-made technological WVLMSFTA etc. 

are not Natural Scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 



  2 )  The human body’s Properties as different means 

and applications for 

human intellectual and physical activities  

are not NS too. 

Human intellectual, technological etc. development 

Will leave behind man made societies and 

Will enter NS societies without man made technology 

etc. 

 

      In the same way that 

a.  all human properties are created 

without any human or 

any man-made means, 

        b.  all creation activities, all the time are 

       without any human help or man-made means 

 

       In the same way 

The human can do all her or his activities 

without any man-made means 

For example 

Flying without airplanes, 

both with the physical body and 

without the physical body by 

everybody’s Non-physical Personality. 

  

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 
3. Replacing steps, of the man made technology with 

Natural scientific technology 

              1. Continued using of existing innovation but 

              2. At the same time searching for, discovering 

                  needed NS means 



               3. After discovering, replacing it with  

innovated means.  

For ex. So long “ humanity mind - internet” 

 ( in which almost 8000 000 000 human’s non physical 

individual “ minds”,  

in which every individual’s “ mind” 

is her and his “ website 

are not connected to each other and not established ), 

Present man made internet should be used. 

 

(((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

  

 

 

Content of the part 

 

There are mainly three different technologies 

         A.  Man-Made Innovation Technology 

         B.                    NS Discovery Technology 

         C.        A Combination of the first two technologies 

 

3.1 Housing Essence or WVLMSFTA etc. technology 

3.2    Transport, Essence technology 

3.3 NS Communication Essence technology 

3.4   Medicine, surgery and treatment essence technology 

3.5    Non – Physical life even in the physical universe 

 

Summary 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 



 

 

3.1      Natural Scientific ” Housing 

WVLMSFTA etc. ” 

                Natural Scientific “ housing,” for example. 

 

         / atomic essence housing, , 

          / plants' essence housing,                        …… 

/ insects' essence housing,  ----- 

/ birds' essence  housing,  ----- 

/ animal essence housing,  ----- 

/ human essence housing  ----- 

The physical body of every creature is its, her, his 

 essence’s house. 

Every one of these bodies or houses are 

/ Natural Scientific with many dimensions, 

among others, WVLMSFTA etc. 

By the physical body of every natural creature, 

the MEP teaches mankind, among others, 

Atomic housing mathematics and technology, 

Plants' housing mathematics and technology, 

Insects' housing mathematics and technology, 

Birds' housing mathematics and technology, 

Animal housing mathematics and technology, 

Human housing mathematics and technology. 

 

Why this study uses the term “ housing “ in the case 

of natural creatures? 

According to this study, 

Every creature consists of two main parts related to 

the matter and non-matter, 

1   the non-material essence or 



 WVLMSFTA etc. 

2   the materialised essence or physical 

body of these      WVLMSFTA etc.. 

This study names the physical body of the 

WVLMSFTA etc. as 

        the "  house of this essence" of the creature. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Related to the man-made buildings, 

 

Obs. By refusing among others man made housing, 

 The aim is not  man made “jungle life” 

                            it is rather 

               “ natural scientific life” namely 

       Thinking , talking, acting , living natural scientific 

 

In the same way that 

the creation has built all 

the NS buildings of the creatures, 

In the same way 

        the creation could build even man-made buildings 

but, it has not happened. 

why ?    

         According to this study, because, all man-made are 

           de – naturalizations of the creation-aimed means 

          and societies that creation has aimed to exist. 

From the easiest innovated unnatural spoon and fork 

     which creates an unnatural nutrition culture, 

   ( by mixing different nutrition articles in an  

     un – natural scientifically way ) 

    with all diseases health problems as a result, 



to the mobile, internet, laser surgery technologies etc. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::: 

     by not discovering and not using for ex. natural sci-

entific ” communication technology, surgery technology 

etc. losses humanity related sciences. 

 

 

Main causes for building man made buildings, rooms, 

houses etc. 

 

for saving the human from namely warmth, cold, in-

sects etc. the nature has its own way of doing that. with-

out any need to have a house or electric means for pro-

ducing heat or cold etc. the human can produce the 

needed means in “ natural scientific way” without any 

need for man-made means. 

 

How ? 

 

 In the same way that, 

The sun without human help, produces  

an unaccountable amount of light, warmth, energy etc. or 

the creation, produces wind, storm, ice, mountains etc. 

 In the same way 

the human can produce warmth, cold etc. 

in every needed level and size. 

        What is lacking in the first hand is, starting and de-

veloping a natural scientific discovery technology. 

 

Falsifying 

those who reject 

the producing needed means by using 



   a. a human non-physical intellectual power 

   b. human properties ( applications ) like an affecting 

property and 

   c. non-physical chemistry etc. formulas for heath, cold 

etc. they should falsify 

nature’s activities in the mentioned points, which are 

            without the human and man-made means. 

In other words 

they should . natural scientifically, reject existence of the 

sun, the ice mountains etc. this, not being able for , natu-

ral scientifically falsifying mentioned NS technologies 

for producing heat, cold, wind etc. 

is a paradox which 

          rejects the “ negation view “ of  rejecters and 

          proves the “ rightness” of the rejected points. 

 

3.2  Natural Scientific Transport , 

        Essence Technology 

 

In the case of human movement by car and airplane and 

transporting different products to other places. 

It is the same as the case of man-made buildings, in this 

case the human can do the needed acts 

without any need to use the man-made means, for exam-

ple 

3.2.1 Human physical flight without any man-  

made means. the Testability of the view  

 

In the same way that 

the earth with its un - accountable weight moves in  

the sky, 

In the same way 



         the human with maximum 200 kilos 

         has the undeniable possibility of flying 

without any man-made means like the airplane, which 

means “ physical flight “ without the airplane is possi-

ble, this possibility is, among others, 

in the largeness and greatness of the earth weight. 

 

Falsifying the view 

Based on this point that, 

among others, the earth moves in the sky 

without any man-made means like the airplane, 

they should  falsify, existence of the earth as 

natural scientific proves for possibility of human flight 

without any man made means. Because so long the earth 

is existing, 

they can't claim that 

physical flight , without man made means is impossible. 

The Paradox 

This  impossibility of rejection of the earth's existence, 

becomes a paradox which rejects their own view and 

verifies , the point they reject, namely 

Problem solving is universal, for example Human flight. 

In finding “ the human physical flight formula” 

if the numbers of all humanity are 8 000 000 000 individ-

uals, all can tackle the part in finding the formula and 

 

when around 8 000 000 000 brains and minds think of 

a formula, they can find it in few seconds, 

even not some minutes. 

 

It will be the same with all other needed NS means. 

 



Three evaluation means 

 

A.  Unimaginable 

Establishing a NS society without any man-made means 

is unimaginable for the absolute majority of the present 

people, but . 

 

B.  Undeniable 

It is undeniable that all man-made societies are not natu-

ral and thereby they are irrelevant to the human body and 

the nature. 

 

C.  The only way 

based on the ”irrelevance” of the man-made means, 

the only way to go is 

leaving behind the man-made means and 

trying to discover NS means. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

3.2.2      The Non-Physical Personality of every 

                                       individual 

can be everywhere in the universe and 

does not need to fly because the Personality 

is not physical 

 thereby, she or he does not need to fly. 

 

Again, 

the Personality of everybody is not physical and 

one of the other developmental aims of the creation is, 

/ separating the personality from 

the living physical body, 



for 

/ the non-physical Personality life. 

Hereby 

in the future 

mankind will be able to ”separate” the Personality 

(even when he or she is not sleeping ) from 

the physical body, and 

thereafter 

she or he will be able and can be everywhere from 

/ being inside an atom 

to 

/ being inside the sun and other planets, 

again because of 

/ the Personality being ” intellectual ”and 

not   physical, 

the matter, heat, cold, hardness, etc. 

can't be any hindrance in 

the presence of the Personality 

anywhere in the universe. 

At the same time this non-physical Personality 

can be stopped or helped by other Personalities. 

Hereby 

all man-made transport equipment, 

in relation to the non-physical NS essence technique, 

are irrelevant. 

 

3.2.3    Natural scientific Co – relation  

in following picture below between 

 

             / Every personality and her or his own body 

             / every personality and other people 

             / every personality and other natural beings 



Based on every creatures 

         Natural scientific Essence 

 ( WVLMSFTA etc.)  or software and 

Natural scientific using of their properties. 

 
/ Personality’s Non-physical thought, by using 

/ Non physical different properties  leads to 

/ the aimed physical or intellectual acts and changes  

 in own body, in other people, other creatures. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Thereby 

Humanity does not need any intellectual or physical 

innovation 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Related to the thought behind every physical act in the 

case of the human, the whole universe and 

the DCDer behind the activities, 

this study has started with “ the thinking property” . 

Related to 

the thinking property, awareness property, decision 

making property, 

the creatures in the universe are in two groups 

1. those with “ the thinking, awareness, decision 

making property like the human and 

2.    those without the thinking property, namely 

all other creatures in the universe. 

Related to the transport, moving and activities, 

 

A. In every individual's and the humanity level 

           all activities are materialised or physicalized forms 

of the “related thoughts“ 

for talking, 

physical talking and its content with the voice, 

is the result of related thought in its content 

in the thinking world of every individual . 

       It is the same with all activities for ordinary people, 

(not brain damaged people ). 

 

B. In the Universal level, 

Based on this point that, 

1.The matter and non-material natural scientific laws 



        ( by them physical creatures are constructed and    

function), are not “ aware of their own existence, because 

neither they have, the thinking, awareness, etc. proper-

ties 

nor they are these properties in these creatures. 

Meanwhile 

the whole universe including the human 

( before her or his thinking and awareness properties start 

their function) 

are not aware of their own existence 

at the same time, 

the atom, cell, human body and brain and the whole uni-

verse 

are functioning. 

This physical functioning is 

the materialised form of the “ creation's thought.” 

Thereby, 

all needed “ means” for physical activities 

can be discovered by non-physical “ thought and proper-

ties “ 

without any need for man-made means. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

3.2.4   The testability  

 

of the non-physical thought and  properties as DCDer 

and, 

not having any need for “ man-made “ means 

for a natural scientific life. 

A. The Individual Level 

Every individual's activities are different tests for 



the materialised forms of her or his 

thoughts related to the related act. 

B. The Universe Level 

all natural activities ( not man-made activities) , 

are materialised forms of the “ creation thoughts” 

which are converted in physical body. 

 

 

Falsifying the view 

for rejecting the possibility of solving human problems 

without man-made means, 

the falsifiers, first of all, do reject the existence of the 

universe 

because, the universe is created and functions 

without any human or any man-made means. 

The point that 

they can't reject the existence of the universe 

becomes a paradox that 

rejects their view and verifies the view which they re-

ject. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

3.3  Natural Scientific “Essence Com-

munication Technology” 

                         or 

the Non-Physical Essence Internet , 

in the Home Universities and 

the Whole “ Universe University”. 

 



There are two different Natural Scientific Empirical 

Realities and they are proof 

for the Natural Scientific Communication's Essence Net-

work or Internet 

A.  The NS Physical Proof 

The existing physical universe and 

the whole universe's communication or Internet net-

work 

B. The NS Non - Physical Proof 

which is the non-physical essence or ” software ” of the 

universe. 

In the following picture, 

Number 1 , Absolute Thought or the MEP is 

The Main NS Essence or software and 

Property ( application ), 

of the whole existing universe. 



 



Number 1 , As point “ A” or  the Absolute thought or 

MEP is 

 

The Main NS Essence and Property, or the software and 

the applications of 

the whole existing universe.  

 

1. the Absolute Thought of the universe in 

zoom out position. 

2.first, yet unknown pre-quark and quark 

sign of the matter 

3.first particle and atom 

4.first living cell 

5.insects 

6.birds 

7.animals, 

8.the human being 

9.endless (for the human being ) but one 

Creation thought 

of All other existing planets, universes etc. beyond the 

earth. 

 

The Absolute Thought or thought of all universes, 

has no physical place, even in a zero point level but 

 

by physicalizing and giving the physical body to the 

thoughts, 

they become all existing physical universes in which 

is the MEP or Main Essence and Property, 

which leads all universes 

( except with the thinking-brain-having creatures’ activi-

ties ) 



As the MER or Main Empirical Reality, 

this shows that man-made empirical realities are right or 

wrong, 

all human intellectual, physical, social diseases and prob-

lems and damages in the nature, are the 

signs of this point that, humanity is not going the MER'S 

way. she or he is on wrong way. 

 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

  

 

1 = MEP = MER 

Main Essence and Property =  Main NS Empirical 

Reality 

 

The absolute thought of the universe 

The Non – Physical essence and properties of the physi-

cal creatures 

in the universe level. ( Points 2-9 ) inside the point 1)). 

Points  ( 1 – 9 ), because of being ” non-physical” or in-

tellectual, 

they don't take any ” physical place ” and Intellectually 

without any 

problem, they can ( 2- 9 ) be very easily 

placed inside 

number one, namely the MEP or the 

Main Essence and Property. 

Because, the essences and properties of the natural crea-

tures, have not physical body and 

Thereby 

Don’t take any place. 



Thereby 

They can take place inside the MEP who is  

    The Main Non physical essence and property. 

 

 

  

In this stage all creature and the whole universe in func-

tion are in an” intellectual level .” 

The Non-Physical essence of the 

   first ,yet not discovered particles, beings and atom 

The Non-Physical essence of the first living cell 

The Non-Physical essence of the Insects 

The Non-Physical essence of the Birds 

The Non-Physical essence of the animals, 

The Non-Physical essence of the human being 

The Non-Physical essence of the Endless Spaces and 

the creatures in them, etc. 

Choosing the NS Essence Communication Network 

means, 

looking at , talking about, living with as a NS researcher. 

 

But man-made connections and communication 

with its own body and nature, 

because of not being NS, 

have resulted in 

the existing diseases and sufferings for the human and 

damaging even ” the breathing air” in the nature. 

In General, 

in the human activities, only activities which are 

conscious or unconscious NS, they are the right activi-

ties. 

 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

As an example, 

In the case of plants and 

plant communication technology, 

every plant  has its own  network system 

/ their roots are inside the earth, 

with a connection network to all creatures, 

/ inside the earth, 

/ on the earth and 

/ above the earth, in the skies. 

Thereby, for example, 

/ by receiving ” waves from the air and around them-

selves", 

they function as an antenna in communication and 

/ by receiving waves from inside the earth, 

they function as, among others, a Seismometer for 

warning the mankind for earthquakes etc. 

Related to the human communication 

By, 

/thinking or speaking beside or touching a plant or tree, 

/ thinking, speaking and touching physical waves, 

reaching to the body of the physical tree or plant and 

/ by pushing in that, 

/one can transfer the message to them and 

thereby 

/ to the network of the trees and the earth, 

for the aimed person or 

in searching or seeking after something, 

in or above the earth or universe.  

Even through, in the case of “ the earth, “ by using the es-

sence network of the earth, people can 



have communication with each other. In this case, 

The first starting point is, 

1.  Discovering the earth’s WLIMSFTAC, etc. 

 .  communication network, 

2 Thinking, looking and touching the earth in    

“the natural scientific way,” Thereby, 

Entering into, among others, the Mathematical networks 

of the earth, Structural networks of the earth 

Functional networks of the earth Technological networks 

of the earth. etc. 

After knowing about and learning the above mentioned 

networks, mankind’s communication, through them will 

be very easy. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

  

The testability of the NS Communication Network 

 

Every essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) of every creature 

is its “ non-physical communication network “ and 

every physical body 

is the “materialised network of the related essence. “ 

Falsifying the view 

the falsifiers do reject again the existence of the whole 

universe , 

because, all the universe is functioning and all the time 

there is communication between 

the atoms, cells, creatures etc. 

without any need for man-made means. 

The point is that 

the falsifiers can't reject the existence of the universe, 

it becomes a paradox that 



rejects their own views and 

verifies the view which they reject. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

3. 4.    Medical treatments of the Physical Body 

 

Hospitals as an example 

In the same way that, 

           Different organs of every patient and surgeons, 

 themselves are created  

/ without surgeons and  

           / without  all human innovated surgery means 

In the same way 

 Can all diseases be treated without 

 Any man made means. 

The first point to do is, 

 To Replace, man made innovation way of studies and  

activities with NS discovery solution way of studies and 

activities. At the same time, man made Intellectual and 

physical innovations, can be used as a bridge between 



      Present time, societies and future’s NS societies 

       Which will be without them.. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

     Every natural creature is a written book By finding its 

natural scientific alphabet, can people read them like a 

man-made book. Every creature is constructed and func-

tions according to its, her or his essence or WVLMSFTA 

etc. By learning the essence of the creature, 

changes can be made. For example, in the case of the hu-

man brain, based on the brain's WVLMSFTA etc. 

everybody can even treat her or his own brain 

without any need for man-made means, for example La-

ser Technology etc . 

 

The treating process, 

               /the non-material Personality 

               / by using different properties 

/ for being, ( not going because the Personality is not 

physical, by willing to be somewhere immediately, the 

Personality is there) inside the aimed cell or part etc. and 

/ knowing the essence or WVLMSFTA etc. of the related 

subject, and/ by controlling the construction of the non-

physical essence of the aimed point or seeking after and 

Thereafter the Personality, 

/ can find the physical damaged point in the structural 

construction in the form of 



/ lacking something or 

/ something being in excess or 

/ being damaged etc. 

thereafter the Personality 

/ can affect the physical part and compensate for the 

lacking or excess in the body , by using his or her  

“ affecting property power “ as a surgery means. 

 

Comparing between man-made and NS surgery. 

 

Man-made laser surgery, 

1.    The surgeon with his or her physical body 

uses man-made means 

and makes the desired changes in the aimed point 

         2.     The natural scientific surgeon, by his or her  

                      “ own Personality “ and  

by using his or her own non-physical “ affecting property 

“ makes the desired change by his or her affecting prop-

erty. Without any need of the man-made laser or other 

technologies. 

Observation 

This proof for this “thought surgery “ by the affecting 

property, among endless others, are human activities in 

which every act of everybody 

is the result of her or his “ thought “ about something, 

for example,  talking, going, working etc. in which 

 

the non-physical Personality of every individual, 

by 

using the non-physical “ affecting property “ affects in 

the physical body and does the desired physical act. 

In this way , 



Everybody can treat even herself or himself 

even by doing surgery on his or her own brain. 

 

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

Practicability of this view 

 In the same way 

   that, particles, atoms, cells,  

            human brain and the whole universe are created 

   without human help, man made innovations 

 

 In the same way, 

  Particle, atom, cell, human brain 

and the whole universe 

 can be searched, treated and all natural problems 

solved 

          without any man made means. 

 

Falsification 

 Those who deny this view, 

 They should prove that, without human being, 

  There was, no particle, no atom, no cell,   

no human brain and no universe. 

  This falsification is absolutely impossible because 

 Every human being, in the birth time, not only 

 Is not aware about existence of other 

 beings in the universe, 

 He or she is even unaware about her and  

his own existence 

 Thereby,  people whose body and the uni-

verse has been existed before their awareness 

about their existence in this universe, 



 Can’t falsify creation of the universe with-

out man made means and thereby 

Can’t natural scientifically negate, 

 Non physical way of treating diseases, 

 Solving problems etc. without man made 

 Means. Again the whole universe  is 

   Created without man made means.  

  

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))) 

 

 

 

 

Summary technology 

 

I..            Starting point 

 

 

In the same way that,  

the whole natural universe including human being 

has been created, without any human help or any 

man made innovation  

In the same way, can  

    The whole universe can be studied and problems 

     Can be solved  “ natural scientifically” 

    without any man made laws, values, mathematic, 

    technologies, aims etc. thereby 

So long studies and activities including technological,   

are not without any human innovated 

     intellectual and physical means are not creation 

     aimed natural scientific studies. 

           :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

 

II..   Choosing way of research and study 

 

In the same way that, 

         the whole natural universe has been created, 

from, not discovered beings, 

to , discovered particle, atom, cell, human brain etc. 

without any man made      WVLMSFTA etc., and 

 

In the same way that 

 The universe functions, 
 Without any man made means 

In the same way, 

                 the creation‘s WVLMSFTA etc. 

           both physically and non – physically 

can be studied and used for researches, 

            both in micro and macro levels 

                     without any man made means. 

           because again all natural beings 

                  are created without any man made means. 

Thereby 

         If the aim of study is a natural scientific study, 

it should be based on 

 

Non physical  Essence ( WVLMSFTA etc. ) and 

property network. 

 

  

@ general constructional network@. 

mailto:network@.of


  

   The  second @ here is because of 

       NS co – relation between 

1.  different network /s dimensions inside the 

essence or WVLMSFTA etc. or 

2. Between networks of different, atoms, cells, 

    People, plants, birds, animals etc.) 

the related being/ s. 

 

General network of every natural scientific being is 

among others WVLMSFTA etc. in which 

W =  will behind creation of related being, 

Value = Value behind ………. 

L = physical, chemistry biological etc. laws 

M = Mathematics used for costruction 

S = structure of the related being 

F = function of ……. 

T = technology, like atom, cell, plant etc. technologies 

A = creationa aim of related being etc. 

Thereby 

         basing the study only on, for example mathematics,  

         is nothing less than going astray in the study both  

         in micro and macro levels of the universe. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

There is not any doubt at all in  usefulness of many of 

these man made means which among others, stop suffer-

ing of patients. But for avoiding all these diseases, and 

problems humanity should change her and his TAVDA  ( 

thinking, awareness, volition, deciding and acting) from 

the man made  to the natural scientific because, essence ( 



WVLIMSFTA etc. ) of human body and nature are natu-

ral scientific . 

  Thereby, 

               humanity can change 

 / the man made innovation technology to 

                  / the natural scientific discovery technology. 

In addition 

 

                 / By home university – zation of the homes, 

everybody becomes a NS researcher 

With NS thinking, looking, talking, acting and living, 

For natural scientifically, better and better living 

    Without any need to the man made intellectual or 

physical, means, societies and living forms, 

       with among others Co vid 19 with all its damages 

       in 2020 , as its results. 

 

Technology is one of dimensions of the human and na-

ture’s essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) .thereby, among oth-

ers 

        “ Will” related to technology should be NS 

         “ laws “   …………………………………. 

         “ Mathematics …………………………… 

         “ Aim “ ……………………………………. 

And correlation between  

     .  . a. essence dimensions of every creature and 

b. their co-relations with other phenomenons  

should be as well NS. 

In the case of human innovated means, 

 From physical part of the innovated means 

 To many different dimensions are not NS.  

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

III..     Brains  Affecting property technology  

 Related to 

             / Own body 

             / Other people 

             / Other creatures 

 

In the same way that, 

Everybody , through affecting property 

    Makes intellectual and physical changes like, 

             Intellectual changes in ideas, views etc.and 

             Physical changes, like going, sitting, doing 

 something and changing what so ever and 

    In the same way that 

All changes, in micro and macro levels of the 

universe, happens without their awareness 

by the Main Affecting property 

In addition 

 

   In the same way,  

                         Everybody has possibility of 

1.. Related to her or his own body 

     make both intellectual and 

 Physical changes for ex. in 

                 /  WVLMSFTA of for ex. a cell or  

                 /  physical cell, 

         2..  related to other people and 

         3.  Related to other beings in the universe, 

Human can Do same intellectual and physi-

cal changes. 

   As it happens endless, cutting and connecting, 



 Birth and death of cells etc.  

 / in human body and 

 / in the whole universe 

    without human and universe’s awareness. 

   This intellectual and physical affecting and changing 

   Exists in every day life of every individual. 

    The first point for starting the process is 

 Discovering, the way that 

          How does the main “ Affecting property”  

 Or the MEP 

          affect and make physical and intellectual 

         Changes in human body and nature.   

There after, 

 / Not only  

                                    everybody can make needed  

  Changes in own body, 

   For ex. In own brain by 

     being her or his own surgeon  

 by 

   “ affecting property”  as her or his 

          Surgical knife and forceps 

       make needed surgeries in own brain 

/ even  

           can do same surgery in brains of  

           Other people   

/ other changes  

                                        in other beings, 

 both in micro universe and    macro        

universe of  other beings. 

     First needed mean is  discovering  

                            how, personality can 

                           act without physical body ?. 



     Thereafter, 

 Non physical personality of everybody    

    Can be inside every creature and wher-

ever of the universe, from 

            / not discovered pre quark beings 

            / to quark, atom, cell, earth and even middle 

               of the Sun,  

                        because, of not having physical body  

                                 with personality. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

Practicability of these view is 

 Existing and functioning universe 

 Which is created and functions 

 Without any human help and 

 Without any man made means 

Falsification the view 

 Falsifying the view by 

     proving that 

 Without human help or means 

 The universe could not exists  

                      and function.. 

     :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Three last basis of reasoning 

  

1. Unimabinability 

Establishing natural scientific societies and   

living a natural scientific life without 

Any human innovated intellectual or physi-

cal means, 

     Seems to be unimaginable but 

2. Undeniability 

     It is undeniable, that 

 Man made innovations are not  

 Natural scientific means and  

Based on this  

                  being “ un – natural scientific” 

                  all man mades 

           are no creation 

                  aimed means. 

  
      3. the only way to go is 

     Natural scientific discovery way 

                          Of problem solving and developing.  

                     ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 



 

 

        
 

 

  

                ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

   

You are welcome, by sending your views 

to the following address 

  

           www.fu-

turesocieties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

      

universeview@futuresocieties.net 

  

 

     


